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Emma S Turtle
The fourth grade is studying fish, and that means a trip to the Cherrydale Aquarium! Everything is going along just swimmingly until Ms.
Sweet drops her brand-new engagement ring into the tank—and Katie turns into a fish! Now she’s stuck in a tank and she’s all wet. Well, at
least she can try to find Ms. Sweet’s ring . . . although that may be difficult when Katie the clown fish is being chased by a shark!
With recipes attributed to their contributors, this cookbook was created by and in support of the Hanover Library Association of Hanover, PA
in 1922.
A graphic novel adaptation of the beloved, bestselling Newbery Honor-winning novel. Eleven-year-old Turtle is smart and tough and has seen
enough of the world not to expect a Hollywood ending. After all, it's 1935 and money—and sometimes even dreams—is scarce. So when
Turtle's mother gets a job housekeeping for a lady who doesn't like kids, Turtle heads off to Florida to live with relatives. Florida's like nothing
Turtle's ever seen before, though. It's full of ragtag boy cousins, family secrets to unravel . . . and even a little bit of fun. Before she knows
what's happened, Turtle finds herself coming out of her shell. And as she does, her world opens up in the most unexpected ways. Inspired by
family stories, three-time Newbery Honor winner Jennifer L. Holm blends family lore with America's past in this charming gem of a novel, now
adapted into graphic novel form by rising star Savanna Ganucheau.
Pete the Cat is off for a walk in his brand new white shoes, and he feels like singing. ‘I love my white shoes...’ But can he keep the music
flowing if his shoes aren't so white any more?
Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents
Emma's Turtle
Hearings Before the Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, United States Senate, Ninety-first Congress, First Session, on H.R.
11612, an Act Making Appropriations for the Department of Agriculture and Related Agencies for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1970, and
for Other Purposes
The Man and His Ideas
The Discworld Companion . . . So Far
The Turtle Warrior

Whether used for thematic story times, program and curriculum planning, readers' advisory, or collection development, this
updated edition of the well-known companion makes finding the right picture books for your library a breeze. • Offers easy subject
access to children's picture books • Features a user-friendly organization • Provides in-depth indexing and full bibliographic detail
An irresistibly cute story about finding the confidence to be yourself, starring a turtle in search of the perfect shell. Terrance the
turtle was born without a shell, so he uses a cardboard box instead. Terrance loves his box. It keeps him dry on soggy days, safe
from snooping strangers, and is big enough to cozy up with a friend. But when another turtle points out that Terrance's shell is,
well, weird, he begins to wonder whether there might be a better shell out there... Eventually, and through much trial and error,
Terrance learns that there's nothing wrong with being different--especially when it comes to being yourself.
This is a powerful story of hope and friendship, perfect for fans of Wonder and The Goldfish Boy. Exploring self-image, family and
grief, this book will make you laugh and cry. Twelve-year-old Will likes two things: turtles and the local nature reserve. Everything
else is a nightmare, because Will has a facial difference that has earned him an unfortunate nickname. But when Will’s Bar
Mitzvah community service project introduces him to RJ, a boy who is confined to a hospital room, Will discovers they both have
strength to lend the other and that life is too short to live in a shell.
Once upon a time there was a little duck called Emma. Her life was simple and easy. Every day she swam from one end of the
pond to the other, enjoyed the dragonflies and the quacking frogs. Year after year went by.But one day the little duck thought
about change."I`m really bored. I want to go away and seek my fortune!"
United States Government Publications Monthly Catalog
Lessons on Love, Fear and Friendship from the Animals in our Lives
One Turtle's Last Straw
Congressional Record
Department of Agriculture and Related Agencies Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1970
Something's Fishy #26
Avocado is not a normal turtle. She is rejected by the other turtles for being too friendly. One day, they decide she should no longer be
welcomed in their turtle group, and she is sent away. Upset at first, she eventually meets new friends and starts to understand it doesn't
matter what people want her to be. Join Avocado on her journey to find her true self.
#1 New Release in Teen & Young Adult Animals, Zoology, and Special Needs Issues ? The Beauty of Animal Companionship For hundreds
of years, humans and animals have had special bonds with each other. We’ve lived side-by-side through thick and thin?these relationships
are not just about raising pets and farm animals. Our animal companions offer inspiration, friendship, health, and real-life opportunities
for recovery that we can’t achieve alone. True stories of animal therapy: In Animal Kind, Emma Lock of YouTube fame shares stories of
the incredible ways that animals keep us healthy and happy, physically and mentally. You’ll be inspired by the tales of remarkable recovery,
from vision-impaired individuals who have gained independence with the help of seeing-eye dogs, to the woman who found new life as an
equestrian champion after an arm amputation. Friendship in surprising places: The stories in Animal Kind feature an array of
relationships that may surprise you. Even wild animals like snakes and racoons have been known to offer life-changing companionship.
With each story, you’ll learn fun facts about the featured species and hear from the people who love them. You’ll also hear the neverbefore-told story of how animals changed Emma’s life for good. In Animal Kind, the YouTube star Emma Lock shares true stories of
animal friendship that show us: • The healing power of connection with other species • The truths that animal lovers know about life •
How pets and wild animals alike can make us better people Animal Kind: Lessons on Love, Fear, and Friendship from Wild Animals offers
true stories that prove that sometimes the best friends in life have fur, feathers, or even scales. Readers who enjoyed Devoted, How to Be a
Good Creature, and A Street Cat Named Bob will love the heartwarming food for the soul in this book.
Frightened when she wanders too far from her grandfather as he picks apples in an orchard, Emma is relieved when he calls her back and
they go home together.
A spare and laugh-out-loud-funny picture book about seeing only half the full picture . . . and admitting when you're not quite all the way
right. A greyhound swears there's a turtle in the tree. A bulldog says it's a squirrel. After all, a turtle in a tree? Who's ever heard of such a
thing? But their argument leads to a most surprising discovery . . . that maybe neither one of them is all the way wrong, or all the way right,
and friendship is all about listening to someone else's perspective.
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Turtle Boy
The Real-Life Rescue That Sparked a Sea Change
A Tale of One Idea, Twenty Kids, and a Hundred Sea Turtles
Chase the Moon, Tiny Turtle
Sea Turtles (New & Updated Edition)
Emma's Promise

In this lyrical picture book with subtle conservation themes, a girl helps rescue a whale who has washed
ashore. Here is a beautifully written, moving story that will appeal to all animal lovers, and to those
interested in protecting our oceans and marine life. Emma lives in a crooked house in an old whaling town,
and often takes her dog, Nemo, to the beach. On their walks, they find amazing treasures, like shells and
stones and sea glass—and even a loggerhead turtle. But one day, they find something completely
unexpected: a baby whale, washed ashore. Emma empathizes with the animal’s suffering, imagining what the
whale is thinking and feeling. When the tide starts to come in, Emma pushes as the water swirls and rises,
and eventually the whale swims free, back to her mother.
A lyrically told, beautifully illustrated book that brings comfort to children--and adults--who have lost
someone they love After Old Turtle swims his last swim and breathes his last breath, and the waves gently
take him away, his friends lovingly remember how he impacted each and every one of them. As the sea
animals think back on how much better Old Turtle made their lives and their world, they realize that he is not
truly gone, because his memory and legacy will last forever. Jago's gorgeous illustrations accompany Cece
Meng's serene text in a book that will help chidren understand and cope with the death of a loved one. Praise
for Always Remember: "Without mentioning a deity or religion, the text discusses how people remember
those who have died and how their lives live on beyond them. Understated, unsentimental, and gently
done."--Kirkus Reviews "A sweet and poignant story with multiple layers for delving deeper."--School Library
Journal "This makes a comforting choice for families dealing with loss."--Booklist
"Based on the viral video that set a movement in motion, this heartwrenching story of one turtle's rescue
reminds us that even the smallest straw can hurt our ocean life--and that the smallest demand for change can
grow into something big!"-Tells the story of one little baby girl's adoption from China--the hopes and prayers of her Canadian parents,
their trip to the other side of the world, their meeting with the new baby, and the very long ride home to the
new family waiting for Emma.
Turtle in a Tree
Turtle Recall
Omega
Based on the True Story of OR7, the Most Famous Wolf in the West
The One and Only
An International Journal for the Study of Dying, Death, Bereavement, Suicide, and Other Lethal Behaviors

In a world of humans, what's a cyborg turtle to do? It's a fair question in the bizarre,
compelling story of Mr. Turtle. Yusaku Kitano's science fiction masterpiece, originally
published under the eponymous title Kame-kun, renews the visionary integrity that won it the
Nihon SF Taisho (Japan's equivalent of the Nebula) Award in 2001 as it finds its way into
English at last. Kitano's protagonist is a hero in a half shell of an altogether different sort,
a killing machine designed for combat who wants only to enjoy the simple pleasures of his daily
life-working a blue collar job, going to the library, and typing on his laptop-even as he is
haunted by vague memories of a war on Jupiter. In order to determine his future, he must piece
together his past, navigating an unsympathetic society toward revealing the novel's
philosophical heartbeat. A character study of surreal wit, Mr. Turtle delivers action and
insight, all the while crafting an homage to its chosen genre unlike any other.
Inspired by the stories Emma reads to him, Turtle digs out of his pen and sets off to see
faraway places. The backyard grass is longer than his legs so he thinks he must be in the
jungle. He spies a tree stump and believes it's an elephant's leg. Just when he begins to worry
that he's lost, Emma rescues him—and he discovers that he never left home. Undeterred, Turtle is
grateful to "have the whole world here in my backyard," and plans to escape again tomorrow, this
time to China.
"A book about loggerhead sea turtles, and a girl's attempts to help save their babies from manmade light."-The Discworld, as everyone knows, is a flat world balanced on the backs of four elephants which,
in turn, stand on the shell of the giant star turtle, the Great A'Tuin, as it slowly swims
through space. It is also a global publishing phenomenon with sales of over 70 million books
worldwide (but who's counting?). The publication of Snuff brought the Discworld canon to 39
books - not including the various guides, mapps, diaries and other side-projects. That's a lot
of Discworld to keep track of - more than most people can manage with just the one head - but
fear not: help is at hand! If you're looking for the ultimate authority on probably the most
heavily populated - certainly the most hilarious - setting in fantasy literature... If you need
a handy guide to Discworld locales from Ankh-Morpork to Zemphis... If you want help telling
Achmed the Mad from Jack Zweiblumen... If your life depends on being able to distinguish the
Agatean Empire from the Zoons... ...look no further than Turtle Recall - the latest Discworld
Companion, fully updated and completely up to Snuff!
Emma and the Whale
Shared Winds
Hanover Cook Book
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Emma's Story
Journey
The Syracuse Directory, Including Solvay

Turtle and Snake are going camping. Where should they put their tent? They splash through a brook, climb over
some rocks, and paddle across a pond, before they find the perfect spot. But the forest is a little too scary at night.
These endearing characters help beginning readers gain confidence.
Humans offer a helping hand. Sea turtles face many dangers as they grow, eat, travel, and breed. In this
dramatization of one female turtle's challenges, acclaimed nature writer April Pulley Sayre highlights the role that
humans have in helping this endangered species. Previously published, this story has been re-illustrated by Annie
Patterson. Information on sea turtle conservation efforts and the seven species of sea turtles is included.
Dive into the world's oceans to explore the adventurous lives of one of the oldest living animals. Descended from
enormous prehistoric creatures, sea turtles are fascinating. Hatched from eggs smaller than a baseball, some can
grow to weigh over a thousand pounds. Once adults, they can live to be around 100 years old. And when it's time to
nest, they migrate more than 1,000 miles. With colorful, clear illustrations and straightforward text, Gail Gibbons
introduces the eight kinds of sea turtles living in the ocean today. Learn the similarities and differences with labeled
diagrams and experience the hatching of the tiny turtle babies with detailed illustrations. This updated edition now
includes the most up-to-date information about these beloved reptiles, as reviewed by an expert vetter in the field of
herpetology. Sea Turtles also gives young readers an accessible overview of how the lives of these large reptiles
have become threatened and discusses the conservation efforts currently taking place. Ideal for aspiring
oceanographers, this brightly-illustrated book is a perfect introduction to the subject.
"A fictionalized account about a real wolf with the scientific name OR7 (the 7th radio-collared wolf in Oregon) that
traveled from eastern Oregon to northern California--the first known wolf in the Golden State in 90 years"-Pete the Cat I Love My White Shoes
Turtle and Snake Go Camping
Polk's St. Paul (Ramsey County, Minn.) City Directory
A Hatchling's Daring Race to the Sea
The story of a duck seeking its fortune
Dancing Duck
Narrated with simplicity and unabashed honesty, Elizabeth Flock's critically acclaimed New York Times bestselling novel Me
& Emma is a vivid portrayal of a child's indomitable spirit, her incredible courage and the heartbreaking loss of innocence In
many ways, Carrie Parker is like any other eight-year-old—playing make-believe, going to school, dreaming of faraway places.
But even in her imagination, she can't pretend away the hardships of her impoverished North Carolina home or protect her
younger sister, Emma. As the big sister, Carrie is determined to do anything to keep Emma safe from a life of neglect and
abuse at the hands of their drunken stepfather, Richard—abuse their momma can't seem to see, let alone stop. But after the
sisters' plan to run away from home unravels, Carrie's world takes a shocking turn—and one shattering moment ultimately
reveals a truth that leaves everyone reeling.
The Turtle Warrior is the story of the Lucas family, who live in a beautiful and remote part of Wisconsin inhabited by workingclass European immigrants and the Ojibwe. By 1967 the Lucas farm has fallen into disrepair, thanks to the hard drinking of
John Lucas, who brutalizes his wife and two sons. When the eldest, James, escapes by enlisting to fight in Vietnam, he leaves
young Bill alone to protect his mother with only his own will and the spirit of his brother to guide him. Beautifully written and
deeply felt, The Turtle Warrior takes readers from the heartland of America to the battlefields of World War II and Vietnam
weaving a haunting tale of an unforgettable world where the physical and spiritual, the past and the present, merge.
Young readers will witness rare and extraordinary natural event as a baby loggerhead hatches from its shell. With nothing
but the light of the moon to act as a guide, readers will follow the newborn turtles’ harrowing attempts to outpace a series of
predators on their march toward the glistening shore. After only narrowly avoiding hungry crabs, owls, and foxes, the turtle
rides ocean waves to a calm clearing. Following a moment of peace in the still ocean water, the turtle joins the rest of its
pack on a dive into the moonlit sea to continue the voyage home. Told with a beautiful, lyrical rhyming sequence, this book
introduces readers to the birth cycle of a loggerhead sea turtle. Through the newborn turtle’s eyes, both kids and adults will
marvel at the majestic, and sometimes dangerous seaside landscape from a perspective rarely seen before.
When fourth grade teacher Samantha Childress and her abusive husband unearth two skeletons on Dark Mountain Samantha
is determinined to find their identities, but her search uncovers a larger horror hidden for twenty years under cover of
wartime secrecy.
Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
The Graphic Novel
Mr. Turtle
Where Are You Going, Emma?
Follow the Moon Home
R.D. Laing

Help Archer find his missing turtle hiding in the pages of this picture book! How Many Times Have I Told You to Pick Up
This Room? Archer's pet turtle is missing! Mom is sure he's somewhere in Archer's messy bedroom...or the back yard... or
somewhere in the house. Archer looks everywhere inside and out but can't find his turtle until he learns to think like one!
However, sharp-eyed young readers will easily find the missing pet hiding thoughout the messy pages of this book. Here is
an imaginative and interactive story with the added bonus of showing why it's a good idea to pick up your toys.
Emma's Promise, the first book in the Northwoods Adventures Series, is filled with romance and suspense. Paramedic
Tyler McGillis rescues Emma Dawson, but in the end, who saves whom?
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When an Oklahoma tornado rips through Lan Harding’s life, destroying her beloved marina Shared Winds, Lan must
somehow find a way to rebuild her business and her world. Lan’s hopes and dreams are perilously close to dissolving
unless she can find a contractor to rebuild her business before a season without revenue forces her to close her doors
forever. But with such widespread damage throughout the area, Lan’s frustration mounts as the lack of available
contractors becomes apparent. Then Emma Bishop, daughter of the most renowned contractor in the county, steps in to
offer her services. The offer seems like an answer to Lan’s prayers until she learns of Emma’s inexperience and ulterior
motives… As the two women work closely together to rebuild the marina, each is caught unaware as something else
begins to threaten their contractor-client relationship. Despite their best efforts, a smoldering caldron of emotion and desire
begins to bubble up through the icy Oklahoma winter…
A to Zoo: Subject Access to Children's Picture Books, 10th Edition
Uncle Peter ́s Fairy Tale
Me & Emma
Mountain Music
The Box Turtle
Avocado the Turtle
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